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Glucose assay is highly important in clinical diagnostics of diabetes. Herein, we engineered the surface of
carbon dots by complexation with functional ligand and constructed ﬂuorescent biosensors for the
detection of hydrogen peroxide and glucose. In this study, benzenediboronic acid is conjugated to the
surface of citric acid-derived carbon dots through formation of boronate complexes with the
nanoparticles. The oxidation of benzenediboronic acid with hydrogen peroxide eﬀectively quenches
ﬂuorescence of carbon dots through electron transfer process. The sensing performance of the system
according to diﬀerent engineered surfaces of carbon dots was studied by using carbon dots derived
from various precursors and diﬀerent benzenediboronic acid analogues. As a simple mix-and-detect
strategy, this system is facilely applied for glucose sensing as hydrogen peroxide is the product catalyzed
by glucose oxidase. The benzenediboronic acid-conjugated carbon dots derived from citric acid act as
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excellent optical probes for sensitive analysis of glucose with detection limit of 0.4 mM. This sensing
system shows great selectivity toward interferent species such as analogues of glucose, and can be used
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to determine glucose in human serum. Engineering the surface of carbon dots by complexation with
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ligand of interest provides a feasible way to facilitate the development of biological applications.

1. Introduction
Photoluminescent nanoparticles have attracted growing
interest for sensing and biosensing, since the uorescent
nanoparticles can act as optical labels for biorecognition events,
biocatalytic reactions and intracellular imaging.1–3 Various
platforms based on uorescence, uorescence resonance
energy transfer, chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer
and electron transfer quenching are developed to follow the
biorecognition and bioimaging processes both in vitro and in
vivo.4–6 Recently, carbon dots (CDs) represent an emerging class
of uorescent materials. CDs possess excellent properties such
as water solubility, chemical inertness, lacking of blinking and
excellent biocompatibility compared with traditional organic
dyes and inorganic semiconductor quantum dots.7–9 It has been
reported that CDs are nontoxic substitutes of semiconductor
quantum dots considering heavy metal component of the latter.
Besides low cytotoxicity, carbon dots have attracted much
attention due to their simple preparation procedure and
tunable surface functional groups compared with quantum
dots. Therefore, CDs are extensively used in various elds
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including sensors,10–13 optoelectronic devices14 and biomedical
imaging.15 Specically, the unique optical features of CDs make
them particularly attractive for biosensors.16,17
In order to develop novel biological sensing platforms, one
of the fundamental factors is the surface modication and
engineering CDs to initiate biorecognition events or biocatalytic
transformations. Diﬀerent synthetic strategies including both
top-down and bottom-up synthesis are developed to control
functional groups on the surface. Among these methods,
thermal oxidation of precursors developed by Bourlinos is
extensively explored for the simplicity.18,19 The precursors can
be easily obtained from various materials such as graphite and
organic molecules, which allows generation of carbon dots with
tunable photoluminescence properties and control over
diﬀerent functional groups such as amino, carboxyl and
hydroxyl on the surface of the CDs.20,21 More importantly,
further engineering of CDs and tethering functional molecules
onto the surface of CDs is challenging in order to construct
functional nanoparticles and sensing platforms integrating
both imaging and recognition functions.22 In recent years,
certain smart approaches have been reported to functionalize
CDs as uorescent probes. For example, branched poly(ethylenimine) modied CDs were applied to detect copper
ions, since the amino groups on the surface of carbon dots
could bind copper ions to form cupric amine and resulted in
strong uorescence quenching of the quantum dots.23 Also,
silver nanoparticles were grown on the surface of CDs, and in
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the presence of hydrogen peroxide the nanocomplexes were
etched into silver ions, leading to a uorescence change of the
system. Therefore, engineering the surface resulted in quantitative analysis of hydrogen peroxide.24 Alternatively, dopamine
was covalently modied onto the surface of CDs carrying
carboxyl group for tyrosinase activity monitoring and its
inhibitor screening.25 Overall, engineering surface of CDs is
fundamental and remains a great challenge in developing new
sensing platforms.
Diabetes is a serious, chronic disease that occurs when the
body ineﬀectively produces or uses insulin to regulate blood
sugar or glucose. The rst World Health Organization Global
report on diabetes issued in 2016 demonstrated that about 422
million adults were living with diabetes in 2014 globally,
a number likely to more than double in the next 20 years.26 The
National Diabetes Statistics Report of 2017 announced that an
estimated 9.4% of the U.S. population had diabetes, and an
estimated 33.9% of U.S. adults had prediabetes in 2015.27 Diabetes is reported to be one of the top 6 causes of death globally
in 2015, therefore, it is highly important to develop glucose
assay for the diagnosis and prevention of the disease.
Approaches used for the sensing of glucose such as electrochemistry, colorimetry and uorescence spectroscopy are
generally based on labeled enzymes and substrates, enzymatic
oxidation of glucose by glucose oxidase, or synthetic receptors
as sensors.28–32
Diﬀerent uorescent probes have been successfully developed for glucose assay. For example, formation of boronated
complexes between analyte and boronic acids covalently
modied onto the surface of quantum dots will lead to uorescence quenching of the uorogen and enable glucose
detection.33,34 Similarly, tetraphenyl ethane with two boronic
acid units was synthesized as a novel uorescent probe and was
used specically for analyzing glucose based on aggregationinduced emission.35 Among these methods, uorescent
glucose sensors relying on enzyme have attracted much attention due to the high selectivity, sensitivity and simplicity.
Luminescent methods analyzing hydrogen peroxide and
glucose have been reported by luminescence quenching of
nanoprobes such as CdSe/ZnS quantum dots modied glucose
oxidase, manganese dioxide nanosheet-modied upconversion
nanoparticles and DNA-templated silver nanoclusters.36
However, simple, label-free and cost-eﬀective strategies
utilizing nanoparticles that possess excellent photoluminescent
properties are still quite limited. It is vital to develop simple and
eﬀective approaches using luminescent nanoparticles with
appropriate surface design for selective uorescent glucose
assay.37,38
In the present study, we prepare CDs using citric acid as
a precursor, functionalize the CDs with a diboronic acid ligand,
1,4-benzenediboronic acid (BDBA), and propose a facile
approach for H2O2 and glucose sensing. The CDs using citric
acid as the carbon source bear numerous surface structures of
alpha hydroxy acid and exhibit bright photoluminescent properties. In principle, BDBA will interact with the CDs through
complexation of alpha hydroxy acid with boronic acid ligand to
form boronate esters on the surface of CDs. Meanwhile, the
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boric acid ester bond is easily oxidized by H2O2 to form benzoquinone, which is in proximity to CDs. Thus, addition of the
H2O2 can eﬀectively quench uorescence of the CDs through
a process of electron transfer. Considering that hydrogen
peroxide is a typical product of biological substrates catalyzed
by enzymes, controlling the photoluminescent properties of
CDs by H2O2 may provide a simple and versatile method to
develop biosensors for enzymes and substrates. Glucose can be
catalyzed by glucose oxidase with the production of H2O2,
therefore, uorescence intensity of CDs is directly depended on
the concentration of glucose, which enables quantitative uorescent assay of glucose by the boronate complexes associated
with carbon dots (Scheme 1).

2.
2.1

Experimental section
Chemicals and reagents

Citric acid, glucose, glucose oxidase, 1,4-benzenediboronic acid
(BDBA), hydroquinone (H2Q), maltose, fructose, lactose,
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), sodium dihydrogen phosphate,
disodium hydrogen phosphate, sucrose, dopamine, reduced
glutathione, ascorbic acid, and various amino acids were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Glutamic acid, aspartic acid, 3hydroxybutyrate and 4-hydroxyphenylboronic acid (HBA) were
purchased from Aladdin. Ultrapure water puried by a Milli-Q
apparatus (Millipore, Bedford, MA) was used throughout the
study. Serum sample collections were approved by the institutional review board of Wuhan University, and all patients
provided informed consent according to the Declaration of
Helsinki.
2.2

Characterizations

The uorescence and absorption spectra were performed using
a Cary Eclipse spectrometer (Varian Inc) and UV 2600 spectrometer (Shimadzu), respectively. Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) observation was obtained by HT7700
microscope with a eld emission gun operating at 200 kV. The
X-ray diﬀractometer (XRD) patterns were recorded using
a Rigaku Smart Lab X-ray diﬀractometer (l ¼ 0.151 nm). Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was carried out on

Schematic illustration for interfacial engineering of carbon
dots with benzenediboronic acid to construct ﬂuorescent biosensor.

Scheme 1
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a Nicolet iS10 FT-IR spectrophotometer, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed by an
ESCALAB 250Xi XPS spectrometer (Thermo Fisher). The uorescence lifetime was measured on a FELIX32 system (Photon
Technology International). The as-prepared CDs were scanned
in a tapping mode by Multimode 8 Atomic Force Microscope
with a Nano Scope V controller (Bruker Inc.).

2.3

Synthesis of carbon dots

The CDs were prepared through a modied thermal pyrolysis
route using citric acid, glutamic acid, aspartic acid and lysine as
carbon source separately.39 Briey, 2 g of the precursor was
added into 25 mL Teon-lined autoclave and was heated to
200  C for 30 min. Aer the reaction cooled to room temperature, the obtained product was neutralized to pH 7.0 by adding
0.5 M NaOH. For further purication, the solution was dialyzed
in a dialysis membrane for 4 h (molecular weight 1000 Da)
against doubly distilled water. Finally, the powder of carbon
dots was obtained by drying in the vacuum oven at 25  C. The
as-puried carbon dots were then dispersed in double distilled
water with a concentration of 50 mg mL1 and stored at 4  C
before use.

2.4

Fluorescence detection of H2O2 and glucose

For H2O2 sensing, 100 mL of phosphate buﬀer solution (10 mM,
pH 10), 5 mL of puried CDs, and 75 mL of BDBA (0.2 mM) were
mixed together. Then, 20 mL of H2O2 with diﬀerent concentrations were added and mixed adequately. The mixture was
incubated at room temperature for 35 min before uorescence
measurement. For the detection of glucose, 25 mL of GOx (0.05 U
L1) was reacted with 125 mL of diﬀerent concentrations of
glucose in phosphate buﬀer (50 mM, pH 7.0) at 37  C with
shaking for 35 min. Meanwhile, 110 mL of phosphate buﬀer
(10 mM, pH 10), 10 mL of puried CDs and 75 mL BDBA (0.4 mM)
were incubated, and then 5 mL of the biocatalyzed product was
added to the solution. The uorescence spectra were recorded
for a xed time interval of 35 min. The emission spectra of CDs
were acquired by exciting the samples at 365 nm, and the corresponding uorescence emission spectra were collected from
390 to 560 nm. The uorescence changes were recorded at
a xed emission wavelength of 460 nm with an excitation
wavelength of 365 nm.

2.5
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3.
3.1

Results and discussion
Preparation and characterization of CDs

The carbon dots with functional group of a-hydroxy acid were
synthesized via directly pyrolyzing citric acid under 200  C for
30 min in a Teon-lined autoclave.39 The TEM image of the CDs
in Fig. 1A shows that the as-prepared CDs are well-dispersed
with an average diameter of 4 nm. The XRD patterns of CDs
reveal a wide (002) peak around 0.34 nm (Fig. S1†), suggesting
that carbonizing citric acid would produce graphite structures.
As can be seen from Fig. 1B, the CDs exhibit absorption at
365 nm, whereas the precursor has no absorption in this range.
The CDs solution shows a blue emission (460 nm) under
365 nm UV light (inset, Fig. 1B). The emission wavelength of
CDs is nearly excitation-independent when the excitation
wavelength varies from 320 to 420 nm (Fig. 1C). Moreover, the
uorescence quantum yield (Ex 365 nm/Em 460 nm) is 8.8%
(using quinine sulfate as reference), similar to the value reported by previous studies.40
FT-IR and XPS were used to investigate the surface structure
and composition of the obtained CDs (Fig. S2†). The CDs
exhibit distinct absorption bands at 3430, 2930, 1750, and
1080 cm1, which can be attributed to O–H stretching vibration,
C–H stretching vibration, C]O bending vibration and C–OH
bending vibration, respectively. Compared with the FT-IR
spectrum of the precursor, the CDs possess functional groups
of citric acid such as carboxyl group and hydroxyl group. For
a better demonstration of the functional group on the surface of
the CDs, XPS measurement was performed. The wide XPS
spectrum in Fig. S3A† shows two typical peaks at 285 and
532 eV, suggesting that the CDs are composed of C and O
elements. As shown in Fig. S3B,† the C 1s peak mainly consists
of three subpeaks at 284.7, 286.4 and 288.5 eV, which are
attributed to the C–C, C–O and COO bonds, respectively. As
shown in Fig. S3C,† O 1s peak is composed of two subpeaks at
531.3 and 534.2 eV that correspond to C]O and C–O,
respectively.

3.2 Principle of the biosensor based on BDBA-conjugated
CDs
As illustrated in Scheme 1, BDBA is capable of interacting with
CDs and forms boronate ester through complexation of ahydroxy carboxylic acid on the surface of CDs with boronic acid

Glucose detection in human serum

The human serum samples of healthy volunteers were obtained
from Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University. Prior to analysis,
the serum samples were centrifuged using an ultralter with
a 3000-molecular weight cutoﬀ at 5000 rpm for 15 min. Typically, 100 mL of 5% serum, 250 mL of glucose, and 25 mL of GOx
(0.05 U L1) were incubated in phosphate buﬀer (50 mM, pH
7.0) at 37  C for 35 min. To 5 mL of this solution, 10 mL puried
CDs and 75 mL BDBA (0.4 mM) were added and incubated for
30 min. The uorescence spectra were recorded using excitation
at 460 nm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 1 (A) TEM image of the CDs. (B) UV-Vis absorption and luminescence spectra of the CDs. Inset: photographs of the solution of
CDs taken under white (left) and UV light (right). (C) Emission spectra of
the CDs excited at diﬀerent wavelengths from 320 nm to 420 nm.
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(Fig. S2 and S3†). The as-formed boric acid ester bond is easily
oxidized by H2O2 and turns into benzoquinone in alkaline
condition,41,42 which may eﬃciently quench the uorescence of
CDs through electron transfer.36,37 Meanwhile, glucose can be
oxidized by GOx and produce H2O2, and subjecting the reaction
mixture to the BDBA conjugated CDs will quench the uorescence in the system. Thus, quantitative assay of H2O2 and
glucose can be achieved. Fluorescence spectra were then obtained to verify the mechanism. Fig. 2A shows that the uorescence of CDs remains unchanged upon interaction
separately with either BDBA or H2O2. However, aer incubating
the BDBA associated CDs with H2O2, the uorescence intensity
of CDs decreased sharply, indicating that H2O2 induced uorescence quenching of the CDs. Besides, as the reaction time is
prolonged, not only the uorescence intensity of CDs was
decreased but also the wavelength of CDs had a blue-shi from
460 nm to 430 nm (Fig. 2B). These results indicated that the
presence of H2O2 changed the molecular energy levels of
CDs.43,44 Morphology changes of the system were also characterized via atomic force microscopy (AFM) in order to investigate the principle of the biosensor. The CDs show highly
ordered stripes over the entire surface (Fig. S4A†). In particular,
the pitch of the stripes is measured to be 3 nm (Fig. S4A†).
Aer incubation with BDBA for 30 min, the height of the CDs
increased to 10 nm (Fig. S4B†). Once H2O2 was added to CDs–
BDBA mixture to oxidize BDBA, the CDs re-dispersed, and the
height of CDs recovered to 3 nm (Fig. S4C†). This result
indicates that BDBA can be conjugated to the surface of CDs
and probably mediate the interaction between adjacent carbon
dots, while the oxidation of BDBA leads to the dissociation of
the complex.
To examine the specic interaction between CDs and BDBA,
CDs derived from diﬀerent precursor of citrate analogues were
synthesized to obtain surfaces with diﬀerent functional groups.
Three diﬀerent carbon sources were selected, including Laspartic acid, L-tartrate and L-glutamic acid. Compared with
citric acid, all of these substances have the same functional
groups of amino and carboxy but without a-hydroxy acid group.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the uorescent intensity of CDs

Fig. 2 (A) Fluorescence spectra of CDs in the absence (a) and presence (b and c) of BDBA (b) or H2O2 (c), and in the presence of both
BDBA and H2O2 (d). The measurement was carried out in the reaction
buﬀer for a ﬁxed time interval of 35 min. (B) Time-dependent ﬂuorescence spectra of the BDBA-conjugated CDs in the presence of 100
mM H2O2. From (a to h): 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 min.
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Fig. 3 Fluorescence intensity changes of L-aspartic acid, L-tartrate, Lglutamic and citric acid-derived CDs in the absence (A) and presence
(B) of BDBA, in the presence of BDBA and in the absence of H2O2 (C),
and in the absence of both BDBA and H2O2 (D).

derived from the control precursors remains unchanged upon
incubation with H2O2 and BDBA separately or the mixture of
H2O2 and BDBA. However, the uorescence intensity of CDs
using citric acid as a precursor decreased drastically in the
presence of BDBA and H2O2. Evidently, the CDs derived from
the citrate analogues cannot interact with BDBA to form boronate complexes because of the lack of functional group of ahydroxy acid. The uorescence performance of carbon dots
originated from substances with beta-hydroxy acid group (3hydroxybutyrate as a model) was also studied. As can be seen
from the Fig. S5,† the uorescent intensity of CDs derived from
the 3-hydroxybutyrate remains unchanged upon incubation
with H2O2 and BDBA separately or the mixture of H2O2 and
BDBA. Evidently, the CDs derived from beta-hydroxy acid
couldn't interact with BDBA since they lack the reaction site
such as two hydroxyl groups in the adjacent position. Hence, it
further illustrated the importance of alpha-hydroxy acid in
complexation with BDBA. Only CDs modied with the group of
a-hydroxy acid can specically interact with BDBA and form
BDBA-conjugated CDs for the sensing of H2O2.
In addition to using diﬀerent CDs derived from various
precursors, two substances, including hydroquinone (H2Q),
which is the oxidation product of BDBA, and 4-hydroxyphenylboronic acid (HBA), which belongs to monoboronic acid
instead of diboronic acid like BDBA, were introduced for the
control experiments in order to investigate the mechanism of
the system. We investigated whether those two substances
could quench the uorescence of the CDs functionalized with ahydroxy carboxylic acid. Fig. 4 compares the time-dependent
uorescence intensity changes of these systems. Both BDBA
and HBA showed little inuence on the uorescence of CDs,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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corresponding to diﬀerent systems. The lifetime of CDs was
5.87 ns and remained nearly the same aer incubation with
BDBA (s ¼ 5.72 ns). With further incubation with H2O2, the
lifetime of BDBA-associated CDs turned to be 4.62 ns. The
lifetime changes upon subjection of the system to H2O2 suggested that electron transfer probably could be responsible for
uorescence quenching of the system.

3.3 Performance of the uorescent H2O2 and glucose
biosensors

Fig. 4 Time-dependent ﬂuorescence intensity changes of BDBA (a
and d) and HBA (b and c) associated CDs in the absence (a and b) and
presence (c and d) of H2O2, and time-dependent ﬂuorescence
intensity changes of the CDs incubated with H2Q (e).

while addition of H2O2 to the separate system led to decreased
uorescence (Fig. 4). In addition, the quenching eﬃciency of
the BDBA-conjugated CDs is higher than that of the HBAconjugated CDs. This indicates that BDBA binds more easily
to a-hydroxy carboxylic acid on the surface of monoboronic
acid. Furthermore, in the presence of H2Q, the uorescence
intensity of CDs decreased as incubation time increased (Fig. 4,
curve e), because the quinone group can eﬀectively quench the
uorescence of CDs. This result agrees well with the proposed
mechanism that BDBA conjugated to the surface of CDs was
oxidized by H2O2 and eventually form benzoquinone. Overall,
these results clearly suggest that BDBA interacts strongly with
citric acid-derived CDs. They were analyzed by the Stern–Volmer
(S–V) expression in eqn (1), in which I0 and I are the uorescence intensities in the absence and in the presence of the
quenching agents [Q], respectively. KSV is the S–V quenching
constant.
I/I0 ¼ 1 + KSV[Q]

(1)

From the slopes of the linear plots of I0/I vs. [H2O2], the S–V
quenching constants (KSV) was calculated as 5.8  104 M1
(Fig. S6†).
On the basis of the above observations, we preliminarily
proved biosensing principle of the engineered interface. As
mentioned above, the obtained CDs retained functional group
of its precursor such as carboxyl group and hydroxyl group on
the surface (Fig. S2†), and boronic acids had a strong interaction with the a-hydroxy acid group on the surface of CDs derived
from citric aids. Once incubated with H2O2, boronic acid groups
react with H2O2 to form phenol groups and subsequently benzoquinone, which eﬀectively quenches the uorescence of CDs.
For a better understanding of the mechanism of luminescence, uorescence lifetime of the BDBA-conjugated CDs in the
absence and presence of H2O2 was investigated. Fig. S7† shows
the time-resolved uorescence decay curves of CDs

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

The successful surface engineering of CDs by complexation with
BDBA allows development of H2O2 sensor, and various factors
such as reaction pH, reaction time and concentration of BDBA
are investigated and optimized (Fig. S8†). As shown in Fig. 5, the
uorescent intensity of CDs at 460 nm decreased with elevated
concentration of H2O2 under optimistic conditions. There is
a good linear relationship (R2 ¼ 0.994) between the relatively
decreased uorescent intensity of CDs and H2O2 concentration
in the range from 2 to 40 mM (Fig. 5B, inset). The equation was
(F0  F)/F0 ¼ 0.0121 + 0.0203[H2O2], and the detection limit was
0.18 mM (signal-to-noise ratio of 3). The successful analysis of
H2O2 by the BDBA-mediated uorescence change enables the
implementation of the BDBA-conjugated CDs as a versatile
uorescent probe to follow biocatalytic processes. For example,
the system can be used for optical detection of oxidase activity
and the corresponding H2O2-generating substrates. Glucose
oxidase can catalyze the oxidation of glucose by O2 and generate
gluconic acid and H2O2, thus, this system could be implemented to detect glucose. As shown in Fig. 6, a good linear
relationship (R2 ¼ 0.997) was achieved between the relatively
decreased uorescent intensity and glucose concentration in
the range from 1.25 to 20 mM (Fig. 6B, inset). The equation was
(F0  F)/F0 ¼ 0.0330  0.0107[glucose], and the detection limit
was 0.4 mM (signal-to-noise ratio of 3). F0 and F represent the
uorescence intensity in the absence and presence of the
glucose, respectively. Table S1† compares the detection limit of
this study with other sensing platforms. It can be seen that the

Fig. 5 (A) Fluorescence spectra of CDs in the presence of BDBA and
diﬀerent concentrations of H2O2: (a) 0, (b) 2, (c) 4, (d) 8, (e) 16, (f) 20, (g)
40, (h) 60, (i) 80, and (j) 100 mM. (B) Calibration curve corresponding to
ﬂuorescence response of various concentrations of H2O2 by BDBAconjugated CDs. F0 and F represent the ﬂuorescence intensity of the
system in the absence and presence of H2O2, respectively. Error bars
were derived from n ¼ 3 experiments.
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Table 1

Fig. 6 (A) Fluorescence spectra of the CDs in the presence of BDBA
and various concentration of glucose: (a) 0, (b) 1.25, (c) 2.5, (d) 5, (e) 10,
(f) 15, (g) 20, (h) 25, (i) 50, (j) 75, and (k) 100 mM. (B) Calibration curve
corresponding to the ﬂuorescence response of various concentrations
of glucose by BDBA-mediated CDs. F0 and F represent the ﬂuorescence intensity in the absence and presence of glucose, respectively.
Error bars were derived from n ¼ 3 experiments.

Recovery of glucose detection

Sample

Added (mM)

Found (mM)

Recovery (%)

RSD (n
¼ 3, %)

1
2
3

2
10
20

2.11
10.05
18.85

105.5%
100.5%
92.9%

2.37
2.44
1.29

The performance of the glucose biosensor was further evaluated by standard addition of glucose to human serum. As
shown in Table 1, by adding diﬀerent concentrations of glucose
into 5% serum samples, good recoveries were obtained in the
range from 92.9% to 105.5% with RSD below 3%, which were
acceptable for practical detection.

4. Conclusions
present study exhibits better or comparable sensitivity for the
analysis of glucose.
Selectivity is of great importance to evaluate the performance
of uorescent sensors. To investigate the specicity of the
proposed sensing strategy, various interfering compounds
including inorganic ions, amino acid and other common
interferent species are employed. As shown in Fig. 7, separate
Na+, K+, Mg2+, glycine, cysteine, aspartic acid, lysine, glutathione, dopamine, ascorbic acid, sucrose, lactose, maltose and
fructose only generate negligible uorescence signal, and have
no or negligible inuence on the detection of glucose. Additionally, the mixture of all the investigated interferent species
produces no uorescent signals for glucose assay. These results
clearly showed that the proposed method for glucose detection
had high selectivity. The good selectivity of the glucose is mainly
attributed to the specic sensing mechanism that relies on the
reaction between H2O2 and BDBA, and the introduction of
enzyme to the system.

In summary, we have reported that BDBA can form boronate
complexes with citric acid-derived CDs. The uorescence of the
BDBA-conjugated CDs was eﬃciently quenched by H2O2 via
electron transfer. The engineered CDs through complexation
with ligand BDBA allow development of glucose biosensor with
high sensitivity and excellent specicity. Furthermore, accurate
quantitative assay of glucose in human serum sample was
achieved. The approach based on BDBA-mediated uorescence
change of carbon dots is promising for sensing and has many
envisioned applications, especially for enzyme activity, biological substrate and inhibitor assay.
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